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��!��:-9=1:-;�<0-�8:72-+<�,-;+:18<176�<7�+76<)16�;=..1+1-6<�<-+061+)4�-+76751+�)6,

-6>1:765-6<)4�16.7:5)<176�<7�)447? ->)4=)<176�)6,�:->1-?�7.�<0-�-6>1:765-6<)4�158)+<;����"

#-+�		
��+�����7+)<176��<1516/��-@<-6<� )6,�16<-6;1<A�7.�158)+<;�5=;<�*-�);;-;;-,��$0-:-.7:-�

84)6616/�.7:�8741+1-;�)6,�8:7/:)5;��;=+0�);�)�?)<-:�:1/0<;�<:)6;.-:�8:7/:)5�:-9=1:-�;75-

9=)6<1.1+)<176�7.�<0-�8741+A 7*2-+<1>-;��;=+0�<0)<�<0-�-..-+<;�7.�<0-�8741+A�+)6�*-�)6)4AB-,�:-4)<1>-

<7 -@1;<16/ +76,1<176;�

#16+-�<0-:-�):-�+=::-6<4A�67�?)<-:�<:)6;.-:�8:7/:)5;�78-:)<16/�16��767��7=6<A� <0-�8:72-+<

,-;+:18<176�5=;<� *A�6-+-;;1<A� ,->-478�)�+76+-8<=)4�8:7/:)5���A�,-.161<176��<0-�:-+181-6<�7.

)6A�.=<=:-�?)<-:�:1/0<;�=6,-:�;=+0�)�8:7/:)5�?7=4,�*-�')43-:��);16 "-;<7:)<176� :7/:)5

�'�" � *-16/�78-:)<-,�*A�<0-�')43-:��);16��76;-:>)6+A��'����

$0-:-.7:-��<7�<0-�-@<-6<�<0)<�16.7:5)<176�1; 367?6��<0-�.7447?16/�5-57�;-<;�7=<�<0-�+76<-@<�

7*2-+<1>-;� )6,�*=,/-<�=6,-:�?01+0�<0- '�" 1;�78-:)<16/��$0-;-�+76;<:)16<;�):-�<0-6�=;-,�<7

-;<15)<-�)�84)=;1*4-�=88-:�*7=6,�<7�<0-�413-4A�9=)6<1<A�7.�?)<-:�:1/0<;�)6,�*A�-@<-6;176�<0-

413-4A�>74=5-�7.�?)<-:�<0)<�+7=4,�*-�<:)6;.-::-,�<7�<0- '�" .7:�=;-�,7?6;<:-)5�7.�<0-

�7=6<A���<�;07=4,�*-�-580);1B-,�<0)<�<01;�;+-6):17�1;�67�16,1+)<176�7.�16<-6<176�*A�<0- '�" 

*=<�1;�;1584A�)�84)6616/�<774�<7�-6)*4-�)6)4A;1;�7.�158)+<;�:-;=4<16/�.:75�)6�1,-6<1.1-, ;+-6):17�

�6�<01;�;+-6):17�<0-�+);-�1;�5),-�<0)<�)6A�)+9=1;1<176�7.�?)<-:�:1/0<;�?144�*-�4151<-,�*A�<0-

*=,/-<�)6,�<0-�<15-;+)4-;�

$0-�.7447?16/�-;<15)<-�1;�+76+-:6-,�?1<0�<:)6;.-:�7.�?)<-:�:1/0<; -1<0-:�16�.--�7:�=6,-:�4-);-

.:75�+=::-6<�074,-:;���7�);;-;;5-6< 7.�<0-�=;-;�,7?6;<:-)5�7.�<0-�?)<-:�:1/0<�1;�5),-���7:-

,-<)14-,�)6)4A;1;�7.�<0- +76;=58<1>-�7:�676�+76;=58<1>-�=;-; ,7?6;<:-)5�7.�<0-�?)<-:�:1/0<;

):-�67<�);;-;;-,�16�<01;�5-57���6)4A;1;�7.�=;-;�5)A�.7:5�8):<�7.�<0-���!��)6)4A;1;� <7�<0-

-@<-6<�<0)<�80A;1+)4�+0)6/-; ):1;-�);�)�+76;-9=-6+-�7.�<0-�8:7/:)5�
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$0-�')43-:�"1>-:��);16�,:)16;�.:75�<0-�#1-::)��->),)�:)6/-�16��)41.7:61)�;7=<0�7.��)3-�$)07-

<7�<0-�<-:516)4�')43-:��)3-�16�<0-��:-)<��);16�):-)�7.��->),)��$0-��);<�)6,�'-;<�')43-:

"1>-:;�)6,�<0-1:�<:1*=<):1-;�):-�<0-�0-),?)<-:;�7.�<0-��);16�16�67:<0-:6��767��7=6<A����

��1/=:-�	�	���$0-�'-;<�')43-:�"1>-:�.47?;�67:<0-);<�.:75�<0-�#1-::);�<0:7=/0�<0-��6<-478-

&)44-A�)6,�8);<�<0-�$78)B��)3-�:-;-:>71:��)6,�16<7��->),)��$0- �);<�')43-:�"1>-:�.47?;�.:75

1<;�0-),?)<-:;�67:<0-);<�<0:7=/0��:1,/-87:<�&)44-A�)6,�16<7��:1,/-87:<�"-;-:>71:��$0-�7=<.47?

.:75��:1,/-87:<�"-;-:>71:�8);;-;�<0:7=/0�)�;5)44�+)6A76�)6,�16<7��->),)��$0-�<?7�.7:3;�2716

<7�.7:5�<0-�')43-:�"1>-:�2=;<�*-.7:-�<0- <7?6�7.�(-:16/<76��16��A76��7=6<A���->),)�

$0-�):-)�7.�16<-:-;<�.7:�<01;�8:72-+<�16+4=,-;�)44�1::1/)<-,�):-);�?1<016�<0-��)41.7:61)�87:<176�7.

<0-�')43-:��)3-��);16��$01;�1;�67<�764A�<0-��:1,/-87:<�)6,��6<-478-�&)44-A�.477:;��*=<�)4;7

;=::7=6,16/�5-),7?; ;=+0�);��1<<4-��6<-478-�&)44-A���=6<776�&)44-A��#166)576��-),7?;�

)6,�%88-:�)6,��7?-:�#=55-:;��-),7?;���6<-478-�)6,��:1,/-87:<�&)44-A;�):-�<?7�5-),7?

>)44-A;�<0)<�7++=:�16��)41.7:61)�)476/�<0-�?-;<-:6�)6,�-);<-:6�.7:3;�7.�<0-�')43-:�"1>-:��$0-;-

):-);��); ?-44�);�;5)44-:�;=::7=6,16/�5-),7?;��0)>-�:1+0�;714;�)6,�)584-�?)<-:�8:7>1,-,�.:75

<0-�01/0�57=6<)16;�<7�<0-�-);<��)6,�0)>-�;=887:<-,�)/:1+=4<=:)4�8:7,=+<176�.7:�7>-:�	��A-):;�

$0-�+415)<-�16��6<-478-�)6,��:1,/-87:<�>)44-A;�1;�0=51,�+76<16-6<)4��16�<0)<�57;<�7.�<0-

8:-+181<)<176�7++=:;�,=:16/�476/�+74,�?16<-:;��$-58-:)<=:-;�):-�57,-:)<-��+755764A�16�<0-����

�� C��:)6/-�16�<0-�;=55-:��)6,�16�<0-�
���� C��:)6/-�16�<0-�?16<-:���7+)<-,�16�<0-�:)16�;0),7?

7.�<0-�#1-::)��->),)�+:-;<��*7<0��6<-478-�)6,��:1,/-87:< &)44-A;�:-+-1>-�<0-�7>-:?0-4516/

5)27:1<A�7.�<0-1:�?)<-:�);�:=67..�<0)<�,-;+-6,;�.:75�<0-�),2)+-6<�57=6<)16;���66=)4

8:-+181<)<176�?1<016�<0-�>)44-A;�<0-5;-4>-;�:)6/-;�.:75���<7�	
�16+0-;��?014-�8:-+181<)<176�16�<0-

0-),?)<-:�:-)+0-;�7.��:1,/-87:<�)6,��6<-478-�&)44-A;�:)6/-�.:75���<7����16+0-;���:1-.

;=55-:�576;776�:)16;<7:5;�+)6�7++=:��*=<�<0-�5)27:1<A��:7=/04A�����7.�8:-+181<)<176�.)44;

.:75��+<7*-:�<0:7=/0��8:14��#67?5-4<�16�<0-�=88-:�?)<-:;0-,�)6,�);;7+1)<-,�:=6�7..�:-5)16

01/0�.:75��)A�<0:7=/0��=4A� ,-8-6,16/�76�<0-�?)<-:�A-):���-+)=;-�*7<0�>)44-A;�):-�16�<0-�:)16

;0),7?�7.�<0-�#1-::)��->),)��,1:-+<�8:-+181<)<176�1;�)�.):�4-;;�+:1<1+)4�0A,:747/1+�168=<�<0)6

;=:.)+-�.47?;�.:75�=8;<:-)5�)6,�;=*;=:.)+-�/:7=6,?)<-:�168=<;��$0-�*7<<75;�7.�*7<0�>)44-A;

+)6 *-�+76;1,-:-,�158-:5-)*4-���)::744�)6,� 704�
�	���;7�<0)<�;=*;=:.)+-�:-+0):/-�+75-;�.:75

<0-�>)44-A�;1,-;��)6,�8:15):14A�.:75�<0-�?-;<-:6�;478-;���4->)<176;�7.�<0-�+76<:1*=<16/�):-);

:)6/-�.:75�	������.--<�.7:��6<-478-�&)44-A��-4->)<176;�.7:�<0-�>)44-A�1<;-4.�:)6/-�.:75������<7

�����.--<���:1,/-87:<�&)44-A�1;�)�41<<4-�01/0-:��)<������<7������.--<��)6,�?1<0�)�+76<:1*=<16/�):-)

<0)<�:-)+0-;�	
�����.--<�)476/�<0-�#1-::)��:-;<�

 :1>)<-�4)6,�16�<0-�):-)�7.�16<-:-;<�1;�)457;<�-@+4=;1>-4A�=;-,�.7:�)/:1+=4<=:-��57;<�7.�1<�1::1/)<-,�

�6��6<-478-�&)44-A�<0-�5)27:1<A�7.�<0-�/:7=6,�1;�+)<<4-�8);<=:-��?1<0�)4.)4.)�);�<0-�;-+76,�57;<

+75576�4)6,�=;-��$0-:-�):-�)4;7�0)A�)6,�:7?�+:78;���1<<4-��6<-478-�&)44-A�1;�+=::-6<4A�/:)B16/

8);<=:-���:1,/-87:< &)44-A )6,�;=::7=6,16/�5-),7?;�):-�-@+4=;1>-4A�=;-,�);�8);<=:-� #=:.)+-

?)<-:�:1/0<;�76�<0-��)41.7:61)�;1,-�7.�<0-�')43-:��);16�):-�;07?6�16 $)*4- 	 *-47?��$0-;-�:1/0<;

+7>-:�7>-:��	�����)+:-;�16��767��7=6<A��$0-�-@)+<�-@<-6<�7.�1::1/)<-,�4)6,�1;�8:7*)*4A

;75-?0)<�47?-:�<0)6 <01;�.1/=:-
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�6�),,1<176�<7�)/:1+=4<=:-��:-+:-)<176)4�<7=:1;5�1;�7.�/:-)<�1587:<)6+-�<7�<0-�):-)��$7=:1;<;

>1;1<16/�;1<- in the Sierra Nevada, as well as areas of historical interest, often stay in the area.

Both the East Walker and West Walker rivers are considered world-class trout streams, with

miles of the West Walker designated as a Wild and Scenic River.

��	�����	��������	����������������

Under Public Law 111-85, the Walker Basin Restoration Program (WBRP) is charged with

restoring and maintaining Walker Lake, as well as protecting agricultural, environmental, and

habitat interests consistent with that primary purpose. The WBRP includes priority initiatives in

the area of water acquisitions from willing sellers, demonstration water leasing, conservation

and stewardship, research and evaluation, and implementation support. The program is

managed by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF), a federally chartered non-

profit organization established in 1984 to further the conservation and management of the

nation’s fish, wildlife, plant and habitat resources for present and future generations. WBRP

funds are provided to NFWF under a grant agreement with the Bureau of Reclamation

(Reclamation) and its Desert Terminal Lakes (DTL) program.
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Walker Lake is a natural desert lake in Nevada at the terminus of the Walker River stream

system that originates in the Sierra Nevada of California. Historically, the lake was an oasis of

freshwater and home to many freshwater species, most notable the now-threatened Lahontan

Cutthroat Trout (LCT). The lake also was an important stopover for ommon loons and other

migratory waterfowl. Over the last century, as irrigation diversions and storage were developed

upstream of the lake, freshwater inflows to the lake have been insufficient to maintain lake

levels.  The drop in lake elevation and decline in lake volume has led to increased total

dissolved solids (salinity or TDS) levels and the loss of freshwater habitat and species. The

WBRP aims to lower TDS by adding freshwater to the lake through water rights transactions

with willing sellers, thereby reversing the ecological decline of Walker Lake.

WBRP’s restoration goal is to increase natural flows in the Walker River to restore and maintain

Walker Lake to a long-term TDS average between 10,000 mg/L and 12,000 mg/L (WBC n.d.).

According to The Nature Conservancy this is the range where indicator species will once again

be abundant in Walker Lake.

Funding for the WBRP was first approved in 2006. A total of $70 million was appropriated by

Congress for acquisition of water and related interests from willing sellers, the creation of a

research center, and conservation and stewardship activities in the Walker Basin (PL 109-103

Sec.208). The Nevada System of Higher Education (NSHE) implemented the program in the

early years but did not close any property transactions. In 2009, further appropriations were

made explicitly for the for the WBRP totaling $66.2 million (PL 111-85 Sec.208). At this time

NFWF took over management of the program from NSHE. These 2009 appropriations included

funding for a number of activities, but of most relevance to this project:

x Funding for the Walker River Irrigation District to engage in a 3-year leasing

demonstration program – a total of $25 million

x Funding for NFWF to acquire water and related interests from willing sellers –

initially $25 million

x Funding for NFWF to engage in associated conservation and stewardship activities

– a total of $10 million

Later, additional funds were assigned to NFWF and the WBRP, from the $175 million first

appropriated in 2002 under the Desert Terminal Lakes Program (P.L. 107-171 Sec.2507).

According to the WBRP’s February 2015 projections the total program budget came to $264

million, of which $185 was for acquisitions from willing sellers (NFWF 2015). Remaining funds

went to basin partners for research, science and program development, as well as conservation

and stewardship activities.

According to NFWF’s website, through 2016 the WBRP had spent $76.7 million in acquisitions

monies acquiring the following assets (NFWF n.d.)

x 98 cubic feet per second of natural flow decree water rights,

x 11,760 acre feet of storage water rights,
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x 13,380 acre feet of groundwater rights, and

x over 15,700 acres of land

������	��� � ��������
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Based on the information available, funds remaining for acquisitions under the WBRP as of 2018

include the following:

x $25 million for the WRID leasing program

x $108.3 million for water rights acquisition and stewardship

A report prepared for the WBRP examined the linkages between acquiring water rights and the

achievement of TDS targets in Walker Lake (NFWF n.d.). The paper concludes that to meet the

10,000 TDS goal would require the acquisition of 34% of the water righted acreage in the

Nevada portion of the Basin, which is equivalent to 20% of the total water righted acreage from

across the whole basin. If, at the time the paper was, the opportunity to participate in the

Program had been extended to California, and acquisitions had been equalized, then the model

predicted that 17% of all California water righted acres may have been acquired. Since the most

recent assessment in 2015, a large number of additional transactions have been carried out by

the WBRP. It can, therefore, be expected that the proportion of lands in California that would

potentially be acquired would be less than the predicted 17% of Californian water righted

acreage.

In the following discussion an effort is made to specify a likely maximum bound for the

purchase and leasing of water rights in Mono County for the purpose of evaluating alternatives

under the California Environmental Quality Act.

In order to estimate a reasonable upper bound for the CEQA analysis it is necessary to project

the amount of funding that WBC and WRID could deploy in the California side of the Basin.

One way to do this is to apportion the funds available across the California and Nevada sides of

the basin in proportion to total rights (Table 2). The California side of the basin makes up 32% of

the acreage with water rights for irrigation. Rough estimates of Nevada water righted acres

already acquired by NFWF were developed and subtracted to arrive at acres on each side of the

border that could be acquired under the program.1 This subtraction of rights leaves California

with 35% of the remaining water righted acreage in the basin.

1 The 98 cfs in decree acquisitions was divided by the maximum decree rate of 0.1016 cfs/acre and the

result of 6,137 acres rounded down to 6,000; the 11,763 AF of storage was rounded to 10,000 to account for

supplemental storage rights that accompany the decree acres and this figure was divided by 2 AFA as the

maximum New Land water right duty to obtain 5,000 acres of New Land rights.
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The second step is to forecast the likely amount of funds remaining once CEQA has been

completed and Mono County has adopted general plan updates. The process of carrying out the

CEQA analysis is programmed through December of 2019. Thus, the earliest that Mono County

would consider the CEQA results and potentially approve policies or regulations for these

water transactions is 2020. The WBC is now acting on NFWF’s behalf in carrying out the

implementation of the WBRP in the basin. Given the lead time to undertake such complex

property acquisitions it is unlikely that WBC could close any transactions in California until

2021. The legislation and the appropriation under which WBC is working sunset in 2024. It is

therefore likely that WBC will need to complete any purchases by 2023, in order to leave time

for follow on activities such as water right transfers, etc. In other words of the six years

remaining (2018-2023) a potential California program would be in operation only for half of this

period. In other words, it seems likely that there would be just $54.2 million left for purchases

and $12.5 million for leases.

With respect to the leasing program, the legislation calls for a three-year program, however, it is

not clear that WRID will be able to complete such a large leasing program in such a short time

frame. However, with the Ninth Circuit Court ruling of early 2018, the program could well

begin in short order. So, it seems appropriate to prorate the expenditure of funds over the

remaining period as with the funds for purchasing water rights.

For the water rights purchase program, to date no acquisitions have taken place in California. In

the absence of more detailed information, a reasonable allocation method is to assume a

proportional allocation of the remaining funding to California transactions. The funding can be

apportioned by the portion of water righted acres in California. Proportional allocation of

funding would suggest $18.95 million for purchases and $4.0 million for leasing. These amounts

can be converted into the maximum quantity of acres that might be purchased or leased. Given

the seniority of California decree rights, appraisal of these rights would suggest a duty of
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approximately 3.2 AF/acre at $1,800/AF based on the 2018 Walker Basin Program Appraisal

(Warren 2016). For purchases, a maximum acreage purchased would be 3,290 acres or 7.9% of

the water righted ground in Mono County (Table 3).

For the lease program, it is unknown what price WRID will pay farmers. Therefore, an effective

$/acre price is obtained by taking the per acreage value of an average California decree right at

$5,760 (3.2 AF/acre * $1,800/AF) and multiplying it by a 5% Incremental Capitalization Ratio or

ICR. The ICR is based on the ratio of values between purchase price and lease price for water

rights across a range of locations. As the program has not leased water in the basin to date there

is no ICR available for the basin. A review of ICRs in three western basins (in California and

Washington) found ICRs ranging from 5.2% to 6.4% (Aylward et al. 2010, 28). A 5% ICR is used

here to be conservative (thereby generating a lower price and a higher possible impact of the

program on county lands). This yields a potential one-time lease of 12,500 acres or 30% of the

Mono County water righted acreage. This acreage may be split over a number of years. So

alternatively, over a three year leasing program, up to 10% of the water rights (or 4,166 acres) in

Mono County would be leased (Table 3) in any given year.
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In conclusion, as described in Table 3, available funding for water rights purchase could result

in the purchase of up to 8% or 3,290 acres of the total water righted acreage in the California

ortion of the Walker Basin. Lease funding gives the option for the purchase of a further 12,500

acre of wate righted land that can be used for a one time or multi-year lease.
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